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Project Recap
Since 2018, the Niiwin Wendaanimok
Partnership has been working to
secure the territorial interests of
the Anishinaabeg of Wauzhushk
Onigum, Washagamis Bay, Shoal
Lake 40, and Niisaachewan. This is
the eighteenth newsletter produced
since the formation of the Partnership.
The Partnership’s mandate has
been focused on the twinning of
Highway 17, which is proposed to be
constructed over 3 Phases between
the Manitoba / Ontario border and
Kenora (“the Project”). The Partnership
has been working hard to understand
and mitigate the impacts of the
Project and to secure opportunities for
the four Nations.
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Treaty #3 Nations

The Harmonized Impact Assessment
(HIA), born out of last year’s Anishinaabe
Aki Kakendamowin (AAK), was brought
into ceremony in April 2021. You
can find it on our website at https://
niiwinwendaanimok.com/#hia including
an Executive Summary and Table of
Contents in Anishinaabemowin.
During the AAK, the Elders noted the
importance of making sure the lands,
skies, soils, and water were being
protected and the promises being made
were kept. An Anishinaabe Guardians
Program was proposed to monitor how
the project is impacting the environment
as well as the overall health of the lands,
skies, soils, and waters. This program will
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be a major focus in the upcoming year.
2021 brought a return to a “new normal”
as our communities opened up from the
COVID-19 pandemic. While the world
is not out of the woods yet, we are
grateful that we were able to meet with
community members at ceremonies,
meetings, and recruitment and training
events this year.
There will be more training opportunities
available in the upcoming year. We are
happy to announce that the Province of
Ontario recently established new funds
for training on the Highway 17 Project.
See Page 3 for details.

community members

Introducing New Members!
The Niiwin Wendaanimok Team is growing!
We would like to congratulate and welcome:

Greg Kent

Administrative Assistant to the Board of Directors

Kathleen Skead
Finance Manager

Anishinaabe-gaagiigido?
Are you fluent in Anishinaabemowin and English? The
Niiwin Wendaanimok Partnership is in search of translation
services so that documents and materials can be made
available in Anishinaabemowin. If you or someone you
know is able and willing to provide Anishinaabemowin
translation, please email info@niiwinwendaanimok.com
or send us a message on Facebook!

Bernice Major

Community Navigator Urban for Residents of Kenora

Emma Chartrand
Secretary for the NWP office

HEO Training Graduates

Couradge Wapioke
Deena Foy

Our first Heavy Equipment Operator Training is now
complete! The 8-week training course finished on
October 29th, 2021. Thirteen participants from the
program graduated with their Heavy Machine Operator
Certification.

Want to work with us? Keep an eye on our website and
Facebook for training and employment opportunities! https://
niiwinwendaanimok.com/work-with-us/.

A big congratulations to our first group of grads! All have
either gone on to jobs in the industry or further training!

Community Navigator for Shoal Lake 40

Apprenticeship Coordinator

Traditional Teachings
Zhiishiibag (Ducks)

The AAK provides a valuable opportunity
to safeguard traditional knowledge for
future generations. With education as a
key principle of the MAI, these newsletters
include traditional teachings shared by
community members during the AAK.
This month we would like to share some
teachings on zhiishiibag (ducks).
Zhiishiibag (ducks) play a role in Anishinaabe
tradition through the odoidaymiwan (the
clan system). The odoidaymiwan (the clan
system) was developed by Kizhe Manitou
(the Creator) to give strength and order to
Aki’s (Earth’s) people and help them govern
themselves. Each animal was given wisdom
in the form of a character trait which would
instruct and benefit the Anishinaabeg in
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the future. Black zhiishiibag (ducks) are
represent depth in the odoidaymiwan (the
clan system). According to the story of the
Great Flood in which Gizhigookwe (Sky
Woman) came down from the Heavens,
the zhiishiib (duck) was among the animals
that attempted to dive to the bottom of the
water to acquire soil for her from which new
Aki (Earth) would be created.
Since Time Immemorial, Zhiishiibag (ducks)
have provided nourishment for Anishinaabe
communities. Not only are zhiishiibag
(ducks) hunted for meat, but the fat, feathers,
eggs, and bones can all be used as well.
Today, Zhiishiibag (ducks) continue to be
valued by the Anishinaabeg both culturally
and for sustenance.

Ontario Invests $3.7 Million in Construction
The Chiefs of the Niiwin Wendaanimok
Nations were joined by Ministers Monte
McNaughton and Greg Rickford at the
Seven Generations Education Institute on
Tuesday, November 9, 2021, for an important
announcement. The Ministry of Labour,
Training and Skills development is investing
more than $3.7 million to train 110 members
of Treaty #3 First Nations communities
for rewarding careers in the construction
industry. Priority for funding goes to those
who are underemployed or unemployed.

Chief Chris Skead remarked “For too long
a whole wall of obstacles has kept job
opportunities and job experience out of reach
of our people. We’re very pleased that Ontario is
partnering with our development corporation
to secure good job opportunities and begin to
overcome some of those capacity and other
obstacles. “
This training investment provides each
participant with up to $3,000 to cover
costs such as transportation, childcare, and
other expenses that could act as barriers

to participation. Training will run until July
2023.
“This training project developed by our
company in partnership with Ministry of Labour,
Training and Skills Development is another
step along our road to full participation in the
life and economy of our Treaty territory. Fasten
your seatbelt, there is so much more to come. “
said Chief Lorraine Cobiness.
To apply for training contact Sam Gratton
Email: sgratton@niiwinwendaanimok.com.

Manito Aki Inakonigaawin
Our Teachings, Our Protocol
The Manito Aki Inakonigaawin calls for
education and meaningful participation. This
is why the recent announcement of Ontario’s
investment for construction training is so
significant. It represents implementation of
Manito Aki Inakonigaawin principles and
walking together to provide opportunities
according to the guidance of Manito Aki
Inakonigaawin.At the press conference, Chief
Vernon Copenace of Washagamis Bay First
Nation stated:

“Following our laws and customs like Manito
Aki Inakonigaawin has taken us to another
good place.”
Elder George Kakeway shared in a statement:
“For years, our people have been sidelined. Our
economies destroyed, our people, our children
taken away from their roots. Today is about
demonstrating that we have been capable all
along. Capable of building our own economies,

building our own infrastructure, building our
own capacity. Today This path has not been
easy. But it has taken implementing our own
laws. Our own principles, Weweni, Bebeka –
taking our time, and doing it right. Biizindun,
always listening, and kego tachken – never
being afraid. Every step that we have taken, has
been guided by ceremony, guided by the Elders,
guided by our Anishinaabe laws. And as long
as we continue to implement our laws, we will
continue to grow – one highway at a time.”

To learn more about the Niiwin Wendaanimok Partnership and the Highway 17 Twinning Project, please visit www.niiwinwendaanimok.com
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The Niiwin Wendaanimok in Action
Here are a few of the activities and meetings conducted since the middle of October.

Oct

14

Oct

MTO Meeting

18

Oct

Technical Team
Meeting

29

Oct

HEO Training
Completed

Nov

Facebook!

Oct

MTO & Anishinaabe
Guardians Meeting

04

Technical Team
Meeting

Follow us on

22

Nov

27

Technical Team
Meeting

09

Labour, Training &
Skills Announcement

Be sure to follow our page for updates, current
news on the project, upcoming events and
contests, and chance to give your feedback.

Community Coordinators
Shoal Lake 40

Wauzhushk Onigum

Niisaachewan

Washagamis Bay

CASSANDRA REDSKY
(807)464-5762
cassandraredsky@outlook.com

TERRY SKEAD
(807)407-5603
tjskead@hotmail.com

BERNICE MAJOR
(807) 407-5686
bmajor@niisaachewan.ca

KRIS CHARTRAND
(807)543-6747
kristopher.chartrand@wbfn.ca

DAVY REDSKY
(204)914-3035
davyredsky37@gmail.com

The Niiwin Wendaanimok Community Coordinators are responsible for setting up meetings and managing logistics
in each community. If you’d like to contribute to the project or know a friend of family member who might (including
catering or assisting with distributing fliers or other support), please give your Community Coordinator a call!
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